
DANM 250C-01 Winter Quarter 2014

Class 4: The Nature of Stars

We’re done with our brief tour of physics, and now we begin our tour of astronomy. The
most commonly-observed object in astronomy is a star, and the birth of stars is the topic of
this project. Today we therefore begin with a discussion of what a star is: what are stars
made of? How do they work? What properties do they have? How do we observe these
properties? This class focuses on these questions, and we will follow up next week with a
discussion of how stars change over time, and how they are born and how they die.

I. Observable properties of stars

A. Color

Let us begin our discussion with the topic of the observable properties of
stars. What do we see, and what can we measure?

The most straightforward thing to measure is the colors of stars. We can
observe a star and characterize it as bluish or reddish. For the very brightest
stars this can be done with the naked eye, but the human eye has poor color
discrimination for dim objects, so doing this for most stars was possible only after
invention of the telescope. Moreover, the human eye is not particularly good at
making quantitative judgements about brightness (we’re much better at making
relative judgements), so quantitative measurements had to await the development
of photography.

Recall our discussion of color last week: color is defined as the ratio of the
luminosity of an object in two different filters. Thus given a pair of photographs
of a part of the sky through two different filters, one can measure how bright a
star appears to be in the two images, divide the two luminosities, and arrive at a
quantitative measure of the star’s color.

The significance of the color is apparent if we recall what we know about
blackbodies: the spectrum of radiation emitted by a blackbody depends on its
temperature. Thus the color carries information about the temperature of the
emitting star. While the conversion from color in just two filters to surface tem-
perature is not entirely trivial, color is nevertheless a reasonable proxy for surface
temperature. Thus blue stars are hotter than red ones. Color measurements give
us a method of distinguishing stars by surface temperature.

B. Luminosity and the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram

The next thing we can measure about stars is their absolute luminosities,
defined as the amount of light energy per second that they put out. This is sub-
stantially harder to measure than color, because measuring it requires that we
know the star’s distance. If we don’t know the distance, we cannot distinguish a
dim but nearby star from a bright but distant one. Thus measurements of lumi-
nosity were not possible until the 19th century, when telescopes and the statistical
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techniques of data analysis got good enough to permit distance measurements for
a reasonable sample of stars.

Large-scale systematic surveys of stars began in the late 19th century,
with one of the largest ones taking place out of Harvard College Observatory, and
culminating in a star catalog called the Henry Draper Catalog. These stars all
had color measurements, and some fraction were also assigned distances and could
therefore be assigned absolute luminosities.1 From this data, it became possible
to make a plot showing luminosity on one axis and color on the other, and to
place a substantial number of stars on this plot.

This plot was developed around 1910 by Ejnar Hertzsprung in Copenhagen
and Henry Norris Russell in Princeton, and is now known as the Hertzsprung-
Russell diagram, or the HR diagram or HRD for short, in their honor. The most
significant result of the construction of this diagram was that the stars are not
scattered randomly throughout it. Instead, the great majority of them fall onto
a line that they called the main sequence, with a secondary feature that we now
call the horizontal branch. Figure 1 shows an example.

It’s worth noting that much of the scatter off the main sequence that one
sees in this diagram is actually the result of uncertainties in stellar distances. If
one instead examines stars that are all known to be at the same distance (for
example because they are part of the same star cluster), the main sequence is
extremely narrow (Figure 2). Clearly there is some physical reason for stars to lie
along that sequence.

C. Stellar masses

So what determines the location of a star on the HRD, or more particularly
on the main sequence? (We’ll get to off the main sequence in the next class.)
When the diagram was first assembled this was not entirely clear, and some
posited that it might be an evolutionary sequence: stars would start off at one
end and, over the course of their lives, move to the other. This suggestion turns

1This is a bit of an oversimplification. Recall that in general we measure a star’s light output only through
a few filters. Thus we don’t know the true luminosity, which is the light output over all wavelengths; we only
directly measure the light output over certain wavelengths. Thus what we can plot is really the luminosity
measured through some filter, not the intrinsic luminosity. However, it’s more complicated than that, even,
because what is usually plotted is the magnitude of the star, which is defined as the log of the luminosity
of the star in some filter, multiplied by a scaling factor. The magnitude system is terrible on many levels,
but we’ve been stuck with it since antiquity, when the ancient Greek astronomer Hipparchus classified
the stars he could see into six categories based on their perceived brightness. Unfortunately he called
the brightest stars “first magnitude” and the dimmest “sixth magnitude”, which means that an increasing
magnitude corresponds to a decreasing brightness – thus the scale is backward! Moreover, it turns out to be
approximately logarithmic, because human sensory response is logarithmic. What this means, for example,
is that if you show a person two lights of different luminosities L1 and L2, and ask them the tune a third
light so that its brightness is halfway between the other two, the value they select will not be the average,
(L1 + L2)/2, but the geometric mean,

√
L1 × L2. In mathematical terms, this means that human sense

and the magnitude system both assign values based on the logarithm of the luminosity, not the luminosity
itself. We won’t use the magnitude system at all in this class, but some of the figures we look at will involve
magnitudes, which is why this footnote is here to explain what they are.
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Figure 1: HR diagram showing 22,000 stars with distances measured by the Hipparcos
satellite. The x axis shows color, or equivalently surface temperature, and the y axis shows
absolute magnitude, or equivalently luminosity. Image taken from http://en.wikipedia.

org/wiki/File:HRDiagram.png.
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The Astronomical Journal, 143:11 (21pp), 2012 January Kalirai et al.

Figure 9. Completeness fraction of the ACS/WFC stacked images is measured through artificial-star tests. The top panels illustrate the completeness curve and
photometric error distribution (e.g., input artificial-star magnitude vs. recovered magnitude) for the F606W image and the bottom panels illustrate the same for the
F814W image. The 50% completeness limits are measured to be F606W = 29.75 and F814W = 28.75. Similar tests were also performed on each field of the Swath
and Stare in both the WFC3/UVIS and WFC3/IR data.

Figure 10. CMD of all stars along the sight line in the ACS primary field constructed from PSF-fitted photometry of a single deep supersampled drizzled image in
each of the F606W and F814W filters (plus corresponding co-added shorter exposures). The left panel illustrates all objects that were detected in both filters and the
right panel shows those objects that pass a mild photometric error cut. The CMD reveals a very well-defined 47 Tuc main sequence extending from bright giants at
F606W = 14 down to faint, low-mass hydrogen-burning dwarfs at F606W = 30, as well as a rich white dwarf cooling sequence extending over 6 mag in the faint-blue
part of the diagram with a sharp hook to the blue at F606W ∼ 29. The deep imaging also penetrates past 47 Tuc to reveal over 10,000 stars in the background
SMC dwarf galaxy. The SMC population behind the cluster exhibits a very well-defined red giant branch, multiple main-sequence turnoffs, and a rich main sequence
extending down to >30th magnitude (M ! 0.2 M⊙).
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Figure 2: HR diagram for stars in the globular star cluster 47 Tucanae, taken from Kalirai
et al., 2012, Astronomical Journal, vol. 143, pg. 11, http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/

2012AJ....143...11K. The x axis shows the color in two filters used on the Hubble Space
Telescope, and the y axis shows the absolute magnitude in one of these filters. The left
panel is all the observed objects, and the right panel shows only the stars for which the
measurement quality was high.
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out to be incorrect. Instead, it turns out that what controls the location of a star
in the HRD is its mass.

The discovery that a star’s mass is what determines its place on the main
sequence was actually made theoretically before it was observationally confirmed.
Arthur Stanley Eddington was able to obtain this result by studying the inter-
nal structure of stars, a topic to which we shall return shortly.2 However, this
theoretical result was subsequently given ample observational support.

Of course observational support for the idea that a star’s mass determines
its position on the main sequence requires the ability to measure stellar masses.
So how does one measure the mass of a star? The answer is, in the same way that
one measures the mass of the Sun: using Newton’s Laws and orbits. The orbital
period of a pair of objects orbiting in their mutual gravity is

P 2 =
4π2a3

G(M1 +M2)

where P is the period, a is the semi-major axis of the orbit, G is Newton’s constant,
and M1 and M2 are the masses of the two objects. Thus if one can measure the
period and semi-major axis, one can determine the total masses of the orbiting
objects. Given some more information about the orbit (for example the velocities
of the objects), one can then deduce the exact masses of each component.

In the Solar System we can use the planets to weight the Sun, but we have
only very recently been able to measure anything about planets beyond the Solar
System. So how can we use this to measure the masses of stars? Fortunately,
nature has provided us with a way to make this measurement: stars are often
members of binary star systems, where two stars obit about one another. There
are not a huge number of star systems where we can measure all the properties
necessary to determine stellar masses, but there are enough that we can confirm
that the locations of stars on the HRD is indeed determined primarily by their
masses.

D. Spectra and chemical composition

Recall that, in addition to measuring stars’ colors, we can also measure
their full spectra using spectroscopes. The Henry Draper Catalog compiled in

2Eddington is another fascinating figure in the history of astronomy. He was born to a Quaker family in
England, but grew up very poor due to the death of his father in the English typhoid epidemic of 1884. He
was initially educated at home by his mother, and then in a local preparatory school. There, his brilliance
earned him a scholarship to what later become the University of Manchester, which he started at age 16,
and subsequent to that a scholarship to Trinity College, Cambridge. He had a stellar academic career and
eventually rose to become director of the Cambridge Observatory; among other achievements, he led the
expedition to the island of Pŕıncipe in 1919 that provided the first observational confirmation of Einstein’s
theory of general relativity. However, his career was nearly derailed by World War I. Eddington was a
Quaker pacifist, and objected to calls to sever all scientific relations with German astronomers. He also
claimed conscientious objector status when he was called up for conscription in 1918, telling the draft board
“I simply can’t believe that God wants me to go out and slaughter his people”. Only direct intervention by
the Astronomer Royal kept him out of prison. He was also a lifelong bachelor, and probably gay.
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Figure 3: A spectrum of the Sun, showing the nearly-blackbody continuum (color back-
ground) with the dark Fraunhofer lines superimposed. Image from http://en.wikipedia.

org/wiki/File:Fraunhofer_lines.svg.

the late 19th and early 20th centuries included spectra as well as colors. Spectra
are useful for numerous things. A spectrum can give a very good estimate of the
temperature, based on what spectral lines are present. It can also give very good
evidence for the composition of the star.

Spectra of stars, starting with the Sun, had been measured starting in the
early 1800s. In 1814, the German physicist Joseph von Fraunhofer took spectra
of the Sun and noticed a series of dark lines, now known as Fraunhofer lines in his
honor (Figure 3). Later researchers noticed that some of these lines coincided in
wavelength with characteristic emission lines emitted when certain elements were
heated. For example, the prominent line labeled F in the figure is produced by
hydrogen, and was known to be produced by hydrogen from laboratory experi-
ments on Earth. The presence of these lines on the Sun indicated that these same
elements were present on the Sun.

While this qualitative conclusion was correct, the use of spectra to measure
quantitatively the surface temperatures and compositions of stars had to await
the development of quantum mechanics to the point where it become possible to
understand how spectral lines worked, and how to relate the observed intensities
of lines to temperatures and abundances of elements. The breakthrough was
made by Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin, in her 1925 PhD thesis at Radcliffe, in what
is arguably the most important PhD thesis ever published in astronomy.3

3Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin’s life traces an interesting period in the history of astronomy, as the field began
to open up to women. She was born in England in 1900, and her father died when she was four years old,
leaving the family with little money. Her mother chose to fund only her brother’s college education, not hers,
but she was able to win a scholarship to Cambridge, where she meet Eddington and accompanied him on his
1919 expedition to Pŕıncipe as a 19 year-old student. She finished the undergraduate astronomy program
at Cambridge, but was not awarded a degree because Cambridge did not award degrees to women at that
time. Facing limited career prospects in the UK, she sought to come to the United States, which was more
open at that time, and she left for Harvard in 1923 at the invitation of the director of the Harvard College
Observatory. In 1925 she became the second female student officially accepted at the observatory, and was
awarded a PhD in 1925, the first PhD in astronomy awarded by Radcliffe College. She continued working
at the Harvard College Observatory, but without official position and with little salary. She considered
leaving, but a series of directors of the Observatory recognized her worth and made efforts to improve her
status. In 1938 she was granted the title of astronomer, in 1945 her courses began to be officially recorded
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Payne-Gaposchkin used observed stellar spectra plus the newly-developed
quantum mechanical theory of ionization to show that many common heavy el-
ements such as silicon and carbon were present in the Sun in the same relative
amounts as on Earth, but that hydrogen and helium were vastly more abundant
on the Sun, and that hydrogen constituted by far the largest component of the
mass of both the Sun and other stars. Indeed, her work established that hydrogen
was the most abundant element in the Universe.

II. Stellar structure

We’ve now gone over the basic observable characteristics of the stars, at least
on the main sequence, and we now turn to the second topic of this class: how do stars
actually work?

A. Hydrostatic balance

The basic theory of stellar structure was worked out by Arthur Eddington
in the 1920s, with important contributions coming later in the 20th century as
knowledge of quantum mechanics and nuclear physics improved. The central idea
in understanding how stars work is that they are objects in hydrostatic balance.

Hydrostatic balance means that the gas in stars is balanced between the
two forces we previously encountered: pressure and gravity. Gravity attracts all
the material in star toward the center, exerting a force that tries to compress
the star. On the other hand, the pressure in the center of a star is greatest,
and pressure falls as one moves outward in the star. The greater pressure in the
stellar center exerts an outward force that tries to expand the star. The pressure
and gravitational forces are in almost perfect balance, and thus the star remains
constant in size.

Recall that pressure is generally determined by the product of density and
temperature. (We will see a complication to this in a moment.) The pressure
in the center of a star is highest both because the material there is denser than
elsewhere, and because it is hotter than elsewhere. Given the distribution of
density or temperature within a star, it is possible to calculate the other one from
hydrostatic equilibrium. However, this by itself is not sufficient to determine the
structure of the star. A further ingredient is needed.

Eddington’s first contribution was to realize that the temperature and den-
sity structures of stars are related in another way beyond hydrostatic balance. A
hot object will cool off by radiating, and stars are constantly radiating into space.
That radiation tries to cool off the surface layers of the star, but in equilibrium
it must be balanced by new heat reaching the surface of the star from the inte-
rior. The rate at which heat would move up within the star depended on how its

in the Harvard catalog (though she had been teaching much longer than this), and in 1956 she was finally
appointed as a full professor at Harvard, the first woman ever to hold this rank. She later became the Chair
of the Harvard Astronomy Department, also the first woman to ever hold that rank. One of her students
was Frank Kameny, who became one of the founding fathers of the gay rights movement after he was fired
from his position as an astronomer with the US Army Map Service for being gay.
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temperature varied with radius. If the temperature dropped more sharply with
radius, then the rate of heat flow from the hot interior to the cooler surface would
increase. If the temperature varied more shallowly with radius, the heat flow
would decrease.

Eddington was able to put together the requirements that the heat flow
everywhere balance the energy leaving the star, and that the density and temper-
ature vary with radius so as to maintain hydrostatic equilibrium, to calculate the
structure of stars. For a non-rotating star in equilibrium, the result turned out
to depend on only a star’s mass and chemical composition.

Eddington’s second major contribution was to recognize the importance
of sources of pressure other than ordinary gas pressure. There were two other
significant pressure sources to consider. The first is the pressure exerted by light.
Light carries energy and momentum, and so when photons interact with matter,
they push on it. Under terrestrial conditions the pressure exerted by light is tiny
(though it can certainly be measured), but at the core of a star, it can be very
significant. Indeed, Eddington showed that, for stars more than ∼ 10− 20× the
mass of the Sun, the pressure exerted by light at their core would be stronger
than the pressure exerted by matter.

The second effect was something purely new in quantum mechanics: de-
generacy pressure. Degeneracy pressure is a generalization of the Pauli exclusion
principle. The effect is that, for particles like electrons (which are called fermions,
after Enrico Fermi, who first described this behavior), no more than one can oc-
cupy a given quantum state. If one tries to compress matter in such a way as to
force multiple electrons to occupy the same quantum state, it will resist, and that
resistance acts like a pressure.

As with radiation pressure, degeneracy pressure usually has negligible ef-
fects under terrestrial conditions, because the range of quantum states available is
so large that it would be incredibly improbable to find two electrons in the same
quantum state anyway. However, at the high densities at the core of a star, it can
be significant. With the addition of radiation pressure and degeneracy pressure
to his models, Eddington was able for the first time to calculate how a star’s
luminosity and surface temperature would vary with its mass and composition.
He was able to show that his models provided a reasonably good match to the
observed main sequence. The match would have been even better if Eddington
had known that stars were made mostly of hydrogen, but when he worked out his
models, Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin had not yet made this discovery, so Eddington
assumed a chemical composition similar to that of the Earth, which was domi-
nated by iron and nickel.

B. Energy balance

Eddington’s calculation was remarkably successful, but it was, by his own
admission, a “coat without buttons”. Stars are continually losing energy by radia-
tion into space. They could be in hydrostatic balance even if they had no internal
energy source to balance this, but the result would be that they would shrink over
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time – their radiation would be powered by gravitational compression, like the
energy released by a stone rolling downhill. Indeed, this will be important when
we get to protostars in the next class, and for much of the 19th century this was
though to be the process by which the Sun shined.

The problem with the contraction hypothesis is that it is possible to cal-
culate how quickly the Sun would have to shrink in order to power its observed
light output, and the result implies that the age of the Sun would have to be
no more than a few tens of millions of years. By the end of the 19th century,
it was clear from geology, and from biological evolution, that the Earth had to
be much older than this. The leading proponent of the contraction hypothesis,
the Scottish physicist William Thomson, Baron Kelvin (after whom the Kelvin
temperature scale is named), thought that this was an argument against Darwin’s
theory of evolution, but in this case it turned out the biologists were right and the
physicists wrong. It was evidence that there were important physical processes
Kelvin didn’t know about.

Eddington was faimilar with all of these arguments, and by the time of his
work, experiments by Ernest Rutherford, Marie and Pierre Curie, and others had
established that there were heretofore unknown sources of energy in some elements
– a phenomenon known as radioactivity. These elements would spontaneously
generate high energy particles, radio noise, and in some cases even spontaneously
heat up in clearly palpable ways. These new forms of energy were known to be
associated with the atomic nucleus, but at the time of Eddington’s great work
on stars in the 1910s and 1920s, they were only dimly understood. It turns out
that, to calculate many of the properties of stars, one does not need to know
where the energy comes from, simply that it is produced somewhere deep in
the core of the star. Eddington’s theoretical models could therefore explain the
main sequence and many other properties of stars, but without explaining what
ultimately powered them.

One consequence of Eddington’s calculation is that that more massive
stars have to be vastly more luminous than low mass ones. This is because they
require more pressure to counteract their greater gravity, which requires higher
internal temperatures. However, these higher internal temperatures mean that
the “leak” energy into space much more quickly. The net effect is that a stars
that is ∼ 2 times the mass of the Sun will be more than 10 times as bright, and
one that is 10 times the mass of the Sun will be many thousands of times brighter.

C. Nuclear energy in stars

A full explanation of what powers the Sun and other stars would not be
achieved until the 1930s, when George Gamow, Carl Friedrich von Weizsäcker,
Hans Bethe, and Charles Critchfield worked out the thermonuclear reaction chain
that powers the Sun. There are two different reactions pathways, but the net
effect of both of them is to convert four hydrogen atoms into one helium atom.
The helium nucleus is ever so slightly less massive (about 0.7%) than the four
hydrogen atoms from which it is made, and the excess mass is converted into
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radiant energy following Einstein’s formula E = mc2. The factor c2 is huge, so
even this tiny amount of mass releases an enormous quantity of energy.

This nuclear energy is ultimately what holds up the stars and powers them
for long periods. They are nuclear reactors. Without that nuclear energy, stars
would not immediately collapse, but they would begin to shrink. This would, for
most stars, still be imperceptible on a human time scale. Most of the observable
characteristics of the Sun would not change for millions of years if it stopped
generating nuclear energy4. The Sun’s light output would remain nearly the
same, because that is set by the requirements of hydrostatic equilibirum, whcih
would still apply. Nonetheless, it is nuclear energy that allows stars to live for
long times. How long is a topic we will discuss in the next class.

4The exception is neutrino emission, because neutrinos escape from the Sun’s core immediately. If the Sun
stopped producing energy via neutrinos, neutrino detectos on Earth would notice almost immediately. The
idea of the Sun’s neutrino emission stopping, while life on Earth continues normally except that humanity
knows that the Earth is doomed, is the premise of Arthur C. Clarke’s novella Songs of Distant Earth. Clarke
is a much better physicist than the Star Trek writers, who got this spectacularly wrong in the movie Star
Trek: Generations, where the villian’s weapon that turns off nuclear fusion in stars makes them collapse
instantly. Of course that movie is terrible on so many levels that getting the science wrong is far, far down
the list of its sins.
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